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About Sound Development City
Sound Development City is a three-
week artist expedition that explores 
two European cities every year. The  
expedition crew consists of a dozen 
artists coming from different geo-
graphical, cultural and artistic back-
grounds. They are selected through an 
open call for projects that is geared to-
wards artists who distinguish them-
selves through a process-oriented ap-
proach to their work, their curiosity 
and an explorative mindset.
 Sound Development City is a 
place for artistic research and concepts 
which benefit from being on the road 
and probe urban environments as sites 
of both playfulness and social in-
volvement. Here, working theses can 
be examined, new project ideas or 
forms of expression can be tried out 
and bold visions can be put into prac-
tice. The expedition offers freedom of 
choice and action, without the pres-
sure of measurable results — a strong 
focus is placed on process and on dar-
ing ideas. 
 While the expedition’s target 
cities serve as resonating urban space, 
as work material, sources of inspiration 
and playgrounds for public presenta-
tions, the expedition group creates a 
fertile soil for exchange, reflexion and 
cooperation. Sound Development City 
is also an inward journey to personal 
thought and work patterns, which are 
challenged and maybe even realigned 
through the experience of the unknown 
and the unpredictable. 

 Sound Development City is a 
project by Sound Development, a non- 
commercial, independent and private-
ly funded cultural initiative based in 
Zurich, Switzerland. The expedition 
format was developed in collaboration 
with Heller Enterprises, an agency for 
cultural projects. Sound Development 
City is financed by Sound Develop-
ment and put into practice by Heller 
Enterprises.

Artist Expedition 2015
On 9 September, 2015, a group of nine-
teen individuals — thirteen artists 
from eleven countries, five team mem-
bers and one expedition writer —  
set off on the fourth artist expedition 
to Belgrade and Athens. The artists 
were selected by an international jury 
consisting of Esther Eppstein (Mes-
sage Salon, Zurich), Milica Pekić 
(G12HUB, Belgrade), Poka-Yio (Ath-
ens Biennale, Athens), Andreas Finke 
(Sound Devel opment, Zurich) and 
Martin Heller (Heller Enterprises, 
Zurich) out of a total of 502 applicants 
from 63 countries. The evaluation was 
based on artistic quality and original-
ity, feasibility of realisation as well as 
the research-based approach of the 
project proposals.
 The thirteen artists formed a het-
erogeneous group, coming from such 
diverse disciplines as experimental film-
making, performing arts, literature, 
sound art and music. During Sound 
Development City, they worked on 
eleven projects that followed a wide 
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 The Sound Development City 
team created a daily journal in text and 
images and produced radio interviews 
with the artists that were broadcast on 
the expedition’s online 24/7 web radio, 
the “Gap Station”. 
 The content found in the follow-
ing pages comes mostly from these 
sources, while certain reflections were 
added after the fact.

Participants & Projects
Narda Alvarado [BO]

XXIst Century Messenger —  
The Artist-Thinker as a Letter Carrier
Ryan Ferko [CA]

Patris
Rowan de Freitas [UK]

Discarded — A Map of Discontent
Friedrich Greiling & Sven Ulber [DE]

A to Be — Transport /Art for Free
Marcin Knyziak [PL]

Waiting for Something to Happen …
Lukatoyboy [RS]

Stops — From A to B and In-Between
Joni Murphy [US]

The Invisible Second Hand
Klara Ravat [ES]

smellSCAPES
Roberto Santaguida [CA]

Oekistics 
Vreni Spieser [CH]

Terra Incognita 
Veli & Amos [SI & CH]

Let’s Save the Whales International

range of subjects and narrative lines. 
Seven days were spent in Belgrade,  
and seven in Athens. The journey in- 
between, which the artists undertook 
individually on the land route, was  
an integral part of the expedition; it 
served as a shift in the working process 
and offered time for reflection and fur-
ther research.
 In Belgrade, the expedition set 
up its headquarters at the new media 
gallery G12HUB, in Athens at the cul-
tural centre Synergy-o. These venues 
served as the artists’ entry points to the 
cities — as workspaces but also as pla-
ces for presentations and workshops. In 
both cities, the expedition group was 
supported by dedicated local teams 
that provided access to the native art 
scene, collaborators, hidden corners 
and vibrant spots. Through them, the 
group was welcomed with open arms 
and had access to the cities’ rough edg-
es and abysses, sweet spots and beauty.
 Sound Development City 2015 
was strongly influenced by the realities 
found in Belgrade and Athens. Both 
cities were chosen based on gut instinct 
and hearsay about their thriving art 
scenes — and out of an interest for un-
known territories. While the impact of 
Greece’s economic crisis had been tan-
gible for a while, it wasn’t foreseeable 
at the time the cities were selected that 
Belgrade would transform itself into a 
holding area for refugees and that the 
expedition would find itself travelling 
against an enormous and sustained 
stream of displaced individuals.

 The situations and realities on 
the ground put the artists’ concepts to 
the test, offered room for change and 
adjustment and provided thought- 
provoking impulses. There were sever-
al public events in both cities — per-
formances, film screenings, workshops 
and concerts — some spontaneous, 
some planned and announced. These 
moments were crucial, as they offered 
dialogue and reflection in a real-life 
setting. The expedition ended with a 
public “Expedition Discoveries” tour 
in the streets of Athens, during which 
the thirteen artists presented fragments, 
in-betweens and some conclusions.

Documentation
To document these — sometimes fleet-
ing — moments, thoughts and artistic 
experiments, the Sound Development 
City website served as a multi-voiced 
logbook by channelling content from 
various authors and sources: texts, 
sketches, snippets, photos, sound pie-
ces, radio interviews and videos added 
up to become a collective expedition 
diary.
 The artists documented their 
work, experiences and reflections, and 
offered insight into ongoing processes. 
 Author Uwe Lützen accompa-
nied the group as an expedition writer. 
His mission was to watch and listen, to 
travel with the group and to document 
the expedition. He published notes, 
studies, articles and personal observa-
tions that might create context or a 
shift in perspective.
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Waiting for Something to Happen ...

Marcin Knyziak

“Waiting for Something to Happen 
…” attempts to catch raw, spon-
taneous sound events as they unroll. 
The main theme of the project is 
human relationships, people nego-
tiating their space within the city  
organism and between each other.
 The equipment is ready to start 
recording anytime, any day, twenty- 
four hours a day. However, that 
doesn’t mean that it is recording all 
the time. On the contrary, the project 
serves as an exercise in awareness and 
readiness, of constantly looking for 
that special moment … The immedi-
ate effect of these actions, an ev-
er-growing sound library of little 
happenings, will be used to create 
audiovisual pieces. 
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I’m trying to do the sound design just by placing a microphone somewhere. 
For example, this is quite interesting. We are talking here in the radio bus, but 
just outside there is a refugee camp, and we can hear the voices in the back-
ground. And it is not done through sound design, it is a live recording. So I’m 
doing similar things with at least two, three sources of different sounds, and 
just by moving myself or moving the sources … Yeah, I’m just trying to make 
a perfect mix.
Excerpt “Gap Station” interview

It will be very precise moments that  
I’m looking for, whenever it all just comes 
together. 
Excerpt “Gap Station” interview

I want to explore sound environment in a slow and focused way. I plan to  
give every location that I will visit enough time to surprise me with something 
sonically exciting. This could take ten minutes or three hours.
Excerpt artist Q&A

I have to actively listen all day.
Excerpt “Gap Station” interview

Waiting for Something to Happen
The project “Waiting for Something to Happen …” will serve as an observa-
tional exercise and meditation on sound recording.
 No video camera, just looking for interesting spaces, composing shots  
in my head. Moving on foot or by bike. Focusing on sound. Always carrying a 
pair of microphones with me. Always listening. But the idea is to record only 
when two complementary sounds happen at once. The balance is achieved by 
moving between the sources. Sound design happens on the spot.
       

Posted 20.10.2015 
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I hope to record some people singing, as that is a medium that really attracts 
me. Karaoke, group singing, whistling, etc. I think it is a perfect shortcut to a 
human soul and its dreams.
Excerpt artist Q&A

I’m not really looking for perfect performances or anything. I’m looking for the 
human, feelable factor. And actually, something that is very important to me: 
I don’t mean it in an ironic way! These recordings of people singing … I don’t 
find them funny, I find them touching. I hate irony in art.
Excerpt “Gap Station” interview

Belgrade Sound Intervention
After a night spent dancing on a boat and a morning visit to an Orthodox 
church, an idea for a sound intervention began to crystallise. The event lasted 
fifteen minutes and was my first venture outside the medium of film.

Belgrade
Belgrade was all about DIY. In a week I saw self-made bike baskets, amplifiers, 
speakers and even plans for a homemade geodesic dome à la Buckminster  
Fuller. I was kindly offered the use of the equipment at Bike Kitchen.

Belgrade, Bike Kitchen, VIP proto amplifier hanging on the wall.
Posted 20.10.2015 
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On the Road
Essential summer sounds. The warmth of the day can be heard in the buzzing 
of insects between the trees and on the winding path to the beach. Waves are 
breaking on the rocks, masking conversations and laughter. Kids are zooming 
around on scooters, fading in and out of the square. Nights, covered with a thick 
carpet of chirping crickets, are stitched together with the distant barking of  
a dog.
Posted 20.10.2015 

Divine Liturgy for Broken Bicycles
�  www.vimeo.com/140026618

Posted 20.10.2015 

http://www.vimeo.com/140026618
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Since I am based in a city and most of my work is done in cities, I must say I’m 
confronted with a very similar sound. … So, I think I’m just looking for little 
variations of the same thing. And I’m looking for things coming together, more 
than anything else. I know what the ingredients are, but I just need them to 
meet in one place.
Excerpt “Gap Station” interview

What I am doing in here is nothing that  
I could not do at home. I have equipment;  
I have lots of time whenever I’m out of 
work. The thing is, though, sometimes I do 
not have the impulse to do it. So being 
thrown into a new environment, a changing 
environment, going to places that I have 
never seen … it may be naïve, but it does 
produce this excitement … 
Excerpt “Gap Station” interview

Athens
First impressions: lively, colourful, three-dimensional sound, ever so present 
but never too loud. Narrow streets, motorbikes, echoing voices and language 
that is completely alien to me. 

Colours, feelings

Sound studio improvised on the top floor of the Synergy-o headquarters, in  
a can-do spirit. Athens was certainly full of space and possibilities.
Posted 30.9.2015
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No expectations whatsoever. That’s the whole point … to be open to that thing. 
Excerpt “Gap Station” interview

Waiting for Something to Happen
Performance during the “Expedition Discoveries” Tour in Athens, 26.9.2015
Assessing sound treasures with the help of monkey-picked oolong tea.
 

 Long, long night. Losing my most captivating recording, falling into  
despair and miraculously finding it again. By the morning the sound montage 
for my final presentation was ready.
 

 On the day, the audience was blindfolded and guided through the city 
to Fabrica theatre, where the presentation was to take place.

Beton 7 Art Radio

Sleep deprivation, takeaway and street art

Another day, another deadline. Time to listen through the Serbian and Greek 
recordings made over the last couple of weeks. The result: a thirty-minute sound 
collage created for Beton 7 Art Radio. Taxi arrived just in time.
�   www.soundcloud.com/sound-development-city/marcin-knyziak-soundwalks-athens

Posted 29.9.2015 

http://www.soundcloud.com/sound-development-city/marcin-knyziak-soundwalks-athens
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You Hear … You Listen …
Expedition Observation by Uwe Lützen 
Imagine you sit, say, on a park bench. You look down because some pigeons are 
gathering curiously around your feet. You see how they come closer, like they 
expect you to drop some food as so many obviously did sitting on that bench 
before you.
 The pigeons’ soft, cooing sounds create a smooth atmosphere.
 Now imagine there suddenly is a voice behind you. Some determined 
male voice. It doesn’t matter what he says. It might even be some language you 
don’t understand. Still, its presence makes you want to turn your head.
 —
 Only, you can’t.
 Your gaze stays with the pigeons around your feet. It’s as if it were a fixed 
camera angle. Imagine it is.
 You start focussing on that voice, its tonality, its mood … What would 
the character behind that voice be like? What would he look like?
 And as you focus, the pigeons around your feet fade from your attention. 
Like when dusk slowly turns the world around you to black.
 Along with the male voice, there is also a female voice. They chat. They 
seem to be acquainted. Friendly. Intimate even. Other sounds join in.
 A waiter collects his change … A scooter passes by … A baby is whining 
… The wind in the trees …
 As if every sound that enters shares the same stage. And they might pass 
quickly or linger a bit. However, they always carry some story, event or secret 
in them. The mind completes what is happening. Still, it’s not fiction, nor is it 
documenting the sounds alone.
 …
 You hear — you listen … the story continues outside your field of vision. 
It grows bigger than your gaze. Even outside the space you are sitting in.
Once you find the right spot and you have the patience, the world will tell you 
a story.
 Marcin spends his time recording the sounds that happen around us 
every day. He waits for something to happen … he records every day sounds. 
Once woven together, these acoustic impressions will make experiences that 
suggest some kind of story.
 His sounds(capes) of Belgrade and Athens will serve as a backdrop for 
his future projects — that will also include films.
Posted 26.9.2015 

 

 The form developed naturally. A set of stereo speakers were playing  
recordings from the Balkans, which gradually faded from one to another,  
creating an immersive sound environment. An additional mobile loudspeaker 
provided a narrative element. It could be carried anywhere, from the back of 
the stage to right next to the listeners’ ears. The changing distance created  
a physical third dimension. The content gave participants the threads for po-
tential stories. This format was a happy discovery for me, and one that I will 
develop in future.
�  www.vimeo.com/143437317

 

 Back at Synergy-o, 100 ping-pong balls were dropped down a stairwell 
in an ephemeral gesture concluding the three weeks spent together.
�  www.vimeo.com/142755322

Posted 27.9.2015 

http://www.vimeo.com/143437317
http://www.vimeo.com/142755322
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Sound Development’s general objec-
tive is to inspire and support artists 
through practical experience, to pro-
vide knowledge and contacts as well as 
to connect people and artists. The pro-
motional efforts are based on different 
projects, such as Music Apartment or 
LofiDogma, realised as in-house and 
co-productions.
 Also, Sound Development is in-
terested in alternative forms of art and 
cultural promotion. 
 The combination of non-com-
mercial orientation and private fund-
ing allows the freedom and flexibility 
needed for an uncompromising imple-
mentation, independent from formal 
concepts and with an open mind for 
new methods and strategies. 

Sound Development is an independ-
ent cultural initiative.
 It was founded by Nia Schmid-
heiny in 2002. She thus extends the 
definition of how her family has been 
supporting the arts for generations.
�  www.sound-development.com 

Sound Development Sound Development City is one of  
Sound Development’s major projects.
 Zurich based Sound Develop-
ment wants to give selected internation-
al artists a platform and the opportuni-
ty to realise trans-disciplinary projects. 
Personal encounters and collaborative 
work play a key role in developing new 
ideas — away from academic or insti-
tutional settings. The artist expedi-
tion format offers exactly the space and 
time to do research and to develop a 
project — without necessarily target-
ing a final product. 

http://www.sound-development.com
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Artist Biography Marcin Knyziak
*1977, PL
Born during the punk explosion and 
Woody Allen’s prime, Marcin Knyziak 
is a sound recordist, sound designer 
and filmmaker who experiments with 
storytelling through non-sync and off-
screen sound. Films with his sound-
scapes have won numerous festivals, 
including a Special Jury Award at Sun-
dance. In 2014 Marcin attended Ber-
linale Talents, co-directed a creative 
documentary and spent three months 
in an art residency in Montreal.
�  www.makeaudio.co.uk/art
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